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ABSTRACT 
Rika Esti Pradipta Kusnadi. 2018. An Analysis of Mood System in Utterances 
Between Poppy and Branch in Trolls Movie (Based on Systemic Functional 
Grammar). Thesis. English Letters Department, Islamic Education and Teacher 
Training Faculty. 
 
Advisor       : Robith Khoiril Umam, S.S., M.Hum 
Key Words : systemic functional grammar, interpersonal meaning, mood system, 
utterances, movie. 
This research examined systemic functional grammar study of mood 
system in the utterances between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie. The research 
problems were (1) what are the mood types used by Poppy and Branch in Trolls 
movie, and (2) how do the mood types used by Poppy and Branch describe their 
character. The objectives of the research were describing the mood types used by 
Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie and to find out how the mood types used by 
Poppy and Branch describe their character. 
The research used descriptive qualitative research. The main research 
instrument was the researcher herself. The sources of the data in this research was 
the Trolls movie. The data of this research was the utterances between Poppy and 
Branch in Trolls movie. Meanwhile, the technique of collecting data was 
documentation. Then, the researcher used face validity to make the data is 
credible. 
The researcher found there are 3 types of mood in the utterances of the 
main characters that occur in the movie. They were 107 major and 7 minor 
clauses. In the major clauses, it is categorized into three types of mood namely 
103 indicative (81 declaratives and 22 interrogatives) and 4 imperatives. In 
Poppy’s utterances, the most dominant of speech function was statement, the 
second position was question, the third was offer, and the least was command. It 
shows that she was more informative. She was a friendly person, an optimist, 
cheerful, loyal, confident person, and a positive thinker. Her characteristics can be 
identified where she was more giving (i.e., offer or statement) than demanding 
(i.e., command or question). Besides, her happy life were strengthened why she 
had more positive characteristics. While, in Branch’s utterances, the most 
dominant of speech function was statement, the second position was question, the 
third was command, and the least was offer. It shows that he was more 
demanding. He is a cold person, a negative thinker, difficult to believe people, 
indifference, reserve, and seriousness person. His characteristics can be known 
when he was more active in demanding than giving. Besides, his bad life when his 
grandmother died also to strengthen why he had more negative characteristics.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
In communication process, people will deliver the message in spoken 
or written form. The message can be analyzed through the grammatical 
structure based on the theories of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) or 
often called Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG). It combines a function and 
grammar which developed by Michael Halliday that emphasizes structure in 
the analysis. 
Generally, SFG is different from the traditional and formal grammar. 
Traditional grammar focuses on the rules for producing correct sentences. 
Formal grammar is concerned to describe the structure of individual 
sentences (Gerot and Wignell, 1994:5). Meanwhile, SFG is concerned with 
the meanings of language than the structures. In that way, people can analyze 
the function of language through analyzing the structure based on the clause 
level. SFG is an innovation from traditional and formal grammar which 
known as modern grammar. It focuses on the language as the sources to 
produce meaning. SFG is a grammar which shows that everything in it can be 
explained by reference to how language is used. It is focused not only on the 
structure of language but also on the properties of discourse and the functions 
in specific social and cultural situations. 
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In SFG, language is not as a system of rules but a language is a system 
of meaning. Halliday and Matthiessen (2004:588) explain that there are three 
components of functional grammar known as ideational, interpersonal, and 
textual meaning. These components can be called as Metafunctions. 
Metafunctions are groups of semantic systems that make meanings of a 
related kind that usually called as meaning. All of the Metafunctions have 
their own realization. The ideational meaning, language as a means of 
conveying ideas. The interpersonal, language can be a means of connecting 
people. Then, in textual meaning, language refers to the spoken or written 
medium, how the messages are delivered. However, one of the Metafunctions 
which become attention is Interpersonal meaning. In this Metafunctions, the 
main focus is the function of language as the device on the social relationship 
between human being. 
There are some researchers who have analyzed the interpersonal 
meaning in media. She is Marhamah (2014) who analyzed the interpersonal 
meaning in song lyrics. She found out the most dominant of mood types and 
the dominant of modality that realized in Black Holes and Revelations’ 
Album of Muse Song Lyrics. Then, Mughibbah (2016) found out the highest 
tenor dimensions and Mood Systems that realized in “Freedom Writers” 
Movie Subtitles. The study showed that the first highest tenor dimension is 
power, the second is contact, and the third is affect. Tjahyani (2006) who 
analyzed the similarities and differences of both texts in texts Exposing 
Cartoon Issue in Other Opinion Column and Your Letters Column in The 
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Jakarta Post. Prasetyoningrum (2009) focused to find out the dimension of 
tenor and the similarities or the differences in school advertisement texts: The 
international school of Kuala Lumpur and Ruamrudee international school in 
Newsweek magazine. She found out the dimension of tenor, such as status, 
affect, contact, and to know the similarities and differences of all texts 
through analyzing the lexicogrammar, text structure, and genre. 
Although many researchers have been analyzing the three 
Metafunctions or three meanings, especially interpersonal meaning in media, 
such as speech, short story, novel, magazine and song, the researcher found 
the gaps from all the theses above that: 
1) From the fourth theses above, movies are rarely used as an object in the 
Interpersonal meaning analysis; 
2) Four theses above use song lyrics and advertisements as the data. 
Meanwhile, the utterances in movies, especially the utterances that used 
by the main characters are not many used as the data; 
3) Most of the researchers above have been analyzing the dimension of the 
tenor than the Mood system itself; 
4) An analysis of Mood System in movies is not fully explored; 
5) Trolls movie never used for Interpersonal meaning analysis. 
The researcher chooses the topic because many people are not aware 
that a structure is not only as a rule. There are many functions that can be 
analyzed through the structure. Then, the researcher chooses to analyze the 
interpersonal meaning especially the mood types than the others because 
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through interpersonal meaning, people can understand how language can be 
used to interact with the others. Meanwhile, through the mood types, people 
can find out the purpose of a clause. They use interpersonal meaning in 
communicating their feelings, emotion, believes, and etc. It shows that in 
SFG, the interpersonal meaning can be used to explain how the characters 
express their mind and their feelings. 
Interpersonal meaning often called as a social relation. In social 
relation, the relationship between human being can be seen in the utterances 
from some characters in a movie. In this era, the movie is one of many tools 
in communication used by the scriptwriter to convey their feeling to the 
listener or viewer. In a movie, the relationship between one character and the 
others can be analyzed through the language that they used. The characters in 
the movies use the various function of moves to make their conversation 
naturally and to convey the message to the listener. From the statement 
above, it can be concluded that the message in the movie is the important 
part. A message will make listener enjoy the movie. Meanwhile, from the 
language structure that they used, it can identify their character. 
The movie that shows the speaker feelings can be watched from one 
of a phenomenal movie, Trolls. Douglas (2016) describes that Trolls is 
animation, adventure, musical, and comedy Hollywood movie which was 
released in 2016. It is a movie from 20th Century Fox and DreamWorks 
Animation directed by Mike Mitchell and Walt Dohrn. This movie tells about 
Trolls who live in a place full of party, song, and dance. They live full of 
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happiness and peace. Until one day, they are confused with their heart and 
they have to find out their personality. 
Based on the official website of Pixar (www.pixar.com), hundreds 
DVD of this movie sold out when it was released firstly. Meanwhile, this 
movie gets the second position in the Top Box Office Movies in ASCAP 
movie and Television Music Awards in 2017 (www.foxmoviescom). Besides, 
this movie can be included as a good movie because in the awards on IMDb 
top rated movies, this movie included as the Best Animated Movie and 
Favorite Animated Movie in Kids’ Choice Awards because it has an 
educational value to help the language development of children through 
music and dance in it (www.imdb.com). This movie gives a lesson about 
inner happiness, never giving up, and being proud of who people are. In this 
movie, there are many data can be found, especially on the main character 
between Poppy and Branch who rescue their friends from the Bergens. The 
conversation between Poppy and Branch is indicating that they are trying to 
interact and convey a message through the language they use every day. 
In this movie, it contains the type of mood and its function, for the 
example: 
 
Table 1.1 The Utterances of Poppy 
Why won’t you sing? 
Wh Finite S Predicate 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative: wh interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
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From the Table 1.1 The utterances of Poppy can be identified that the 
mood exchange is indicative, wh interrogative, proposition, and demanding. 
From the mood exchange, the type of mood is ‘indicative mood’ that create 
‘interrogative structure’ as indicative types. It can be identified as 
interrogative in indicative mood because when the structure is ‘WH-
interrogative’, it will create the mood structure consisted of Finite in the word 
“won’t” that placed before Subject in the word “you”. Then, it can be found 
that the function of the utterance that said by Poppy in the movie is 
demanding an information of the listener for answer or disclaimer. 
 
 
Table 1.2 The Utterances of Branch 
Because singing killed my grandma 
Conjunction Subject Finite/Predicate Complement 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative: declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
From the Table 1.2 The Utterances of Branch, it can be identified as 
‘indicative mood’ that create ‘declarative structure’ as indicative types 
because when the structure is ‘declarative structure’, the clause consisted of 
Subject in word “singing” that placed before Finite in the word “killed”. 
Then, it can be found that the function of the utterances that said by Branch is 
giving an information for answering a question. 
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In English, the function has the important position to study because it 
will influence someone to understand about speaker’s mean or how far some 
information can be received by listeners. The clause of grammar is not only a 
figure, but it has a function as a message. From the statement above, the 
purpose of this research is focused to identify the dominant of mood types 
and the reason behind the dominant of mood types in the utterances used by 
the interaction between two characters in Trolls movie by seeing the structure 
and to interpret how the utterances show the influence of movie to the public. 
To know the message from sees the structure through the analyzing of mood 
system on the selected utterances, this study will be attempt the analyzes 
about the function based on the mood system entitled “An Analysis of Mood 
System in Utterances Between Poppy and Branch in Trolls Movie (Based 
on Systemic Functional Grammar)”. 
B. Problem Identification 
From the background of the study above, the problems can be 
identified as follows: 
1. Many people do not know the Interpersonal meaning of the structure, 
especially in the movie. 
2. Structure of movie is not as rules, but it is described as systems. It makes 
people rather not understand the meaning of the structure. 
3. People do not aware that the structure of the script in the movie reflects the 
nature of human experience and interpersonal relations. 
4. People do not understand the nature and functions of language. 
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C. Problem Limitation 
The researcher specifies an analysis of mood system used in the 
utterances between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie produced by Gina Shay 
in 2016. Poppy and Branch are the major characters or the main characters in 
Trolls movie. Data are the utterances between the main characters. This study 
will be analyzed based on Systemic Functional Grammar theories by Halliday. 
D. Research Question 
The research questions are formulated into three main questions below: 
1. What are the Mood types used by Poppy and Branch in Trolls Movie? 
2. How do the Mood types used by Poppy and Branch describe their 
character? 
E. Research Objective 
In the line with the research question, the objectives of the study are: 
1. To describe the Mood types used by Poppy and Branch in Trolls Movie. 
2. To find out how the Mood types used by Poppy and Branch describe their 
character. 
F. Research Benefit 
Based on the objectives of the study, the benefits of this study are: 
a. Theoretically 
This study is expected to explore the study of English, especially in 
structure to help people understanding the meanings or messages in the movie. 
Based on this study, it will give us the knowledge about how the structures 
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build the meaning. This study will give more Systemic Functional Grammar 
knowledge to the students. 
b. Practically 
It is hoped that the research findings of the study will give benefit to: 
a. Writer  
This study is very useful to improve the writer’s knowledge in 
understanding three Metafunctions of systemic functional grammar, 
especially the Interpersonal Metafunctions behind the utterance of the 
main characters in the movie. It will give some valuable experiences and 
it can be used for the preparation of the writer as a candidate for teacher or 
researcher. 
b. Reader  
This study is useful to makes everyone more knows and 
understands about Interpersonal Metafunctions because when we study 
about language especially in the movie, we will find kinds of function 
used in the clause that more interesting and also many interpretations 
which give reader or listener understand uses their word and the structure. 
G. Key Terms 
For more understand about this study, it is provided several definition of 
key terms. 
1. Mood System is the system of clauses that views a clause as an exchange. 
It can be called as Mood System when it built from the relation of mood 
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structure between Subject and Finite, whereas Residue is the rest (Halliday, 
2004:23). 
2. Systemic Functional Grammar is a new variation of grammar that sees 
grammar as a set of rules and meaning. This is a theory that was introduced by 
Michael Alexander Kirkwood Halliday which focuses on the purposes and the 
uses of a language (Gerot and Wignell, 1994). 
3. Utterances are a spoken language that people used in their communication 
to convey an information to the other (Schiffrin, 1994: 386). 
4. Trolls is a movie inspired by the tall haired troll dolls that became popular 
in the 1960s, originally created by Danish woodcutter Thomas Dam. This 
movie is cartoon movie produced by Gina Shay, DreamWorks Animation 
Production. It was theatrically released in the United States on November 4, 
2016, by 20th Century Fox. Trolls love to sing, dance and hug all day. With a 
soundtrack produced by Timberlake, Trolls is very much a karaoke musical. 
Trolls is more likely to appeal to the youngest of kids than their parents 
(Douglas, Edward:2016). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED THEORIES 
 
A. Theoretical Review 
1. Systemic Functional Grammar 
There are many ways of describing the grammar of a language. One 
approach sees the grammar as a set of rules. Meanwhile, Systemic 
Functional Grammar sees that grammar as a set of rules and meaning. 
Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) or often called Systemic Functional 
Linguistics or Systemic Functional Language (SFL). SFG is a study of 
language which focuses on language as a resource of meaning. It is a 
theory which focuses on the structures and the functions in society. SFG is 
a modern grammar that was introduced by Michael Alexander Kirkwood 
Halliday or M.A.K. Halliday which different from any other theory of 
language since it has both systematic and functional in its characteristic. 
Halliday (2014:3) views that language is a resource for making meaning 
and text is a process of making meaning in the context. 
Moreover, Gerot and Wignell (1994:v) state that Systemic 
Functional Grammar is a study of language which focuses on the purposes 
and the uses of a language. It shows that it is not only analyze about the 
structure, but it is concerned with the meaning and the functions of a 
clause. SFG means that descriptions of languages are oriented towards 
context, and focused on the meaning. In SFG, Liu (2014:1239) views 
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language as a social semiotic resource people use to accomplish their 
purposes by expressing meanings in context. 
SFG views that language has two primary aspects, they are 
Systemic and Functional. In Systemic, language is about the phonology, 
discourse semantics and the structure of a text. Then, in Functional, 
language can be used to express the purposes or the function of social 
process in situation context and cultural context. 
Linguists use SFG to understand language as it is and to explain 
language as opposed to formal linguistics. Actually, SFG is different with 
the other theory of language. It is different from traditional and formal 
grammar. SFG is not only focused on the structure of language, but also on 
the properties of discourse and its functions. 
Gerot and Wignell (1994:5), state that traditional grammar focuses 
on rules for producing correct sentences. Then, formal grammar are 
concerned to describe the structure of individual sentences. Graham Lock 
(1999:2) explains that the difference between formal and functional 
grammar can be briefly and simply illustrated by the following sentence: 
“I had also been rejected by the law faculty”. In analyzing the voice of this 
sentence, both formal and functional grammarians would agree in calling it 
a passive voice sentence. However, formal grammar would be primarily 
interested in finding the best abstract representation of the structure of the 
sentence and in how it might be related to the structure of the active voice 
sentence such as “The law faculty had also rejected me.” Meanwhile, 
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functional grammar would be more concerned in finding the best abstract 
representation of the function with questions such as: (1) how the 
communicative effect of the message in the sentence is different when it 
begins with the law faculty; (2) what the effect is of putting the law faculty 
at the end of the sentence; and (3) what features of the context may have 
led the writer to select passive rather than active voice. These kinds of 
questions would lead the linguist to consider the role of the voice system 
in organizing information within sentences and texts, and in contributing 
to coherent communication (Graham Lock, 1999:3-4). 
In functional grammar, every element of a clause can be identified 
based on its function. Halliday and Matthiessen (2004:29) explain that the 
basic function of language in our social environment are making sense of 
our experience and acting out our social relationship. It explains how 
language is used and its effect based on functional grammar. 
In SFG, Halliday and Matthiessen (2004:588-590) state that there 
are three types of meaning. The three types of meaning can be called as 
language Metafunctions in SFG. Three types of meaning can be identified 
as: (1) Ideational meaning (experiential and logical) or clause as 
representation; (2) Interpersonal meaning or clause as exchange; and (3) 
Textual meaning or clause as message. Three Metafunctions above are 
indicating how the language was structured to be used in society. 
Halliday (2014:30) explains that there are three categories contexts 
or three aspects of a situation which often can be called as three types of 
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social context namely field, tenor, and mode. Field is about the features of 
the social context that the grammar was including what we talk about. It 
consists of the definition about the contents of a text. Field can be included 
in Ideational meaning that often can be expressed with what, when, where, 
and how it happen. Then, tenor is about the relationship between reader 
and writer. It can be included in Interpersonal meaning. It is about who is 
taking part and what their relationship to each other. Meanwhile, mode is 
how language function in interaction. It is about the expectations for how 
particular text types should be organized. Mode can be included in Textual 
meaning. 
 
2. Interpersonal Meaning 
Halliday (2014:83) states that the structure of the clause as an 
exchange has a transaction between speakers in which the element the 
speaker makes responsible for the validity of what she is saying. So, 
people can get something as the result. Halliday (2014:30) states that the 
definition of interpersonal meaning is language as an action that it is both 
interactive and personal. 
In analyze a language, Halliday uses three Metafunctions, those are 
ideational meaning, interpersonal meaning, and textual meaning. 
Meanwhile, Graham Lock (1996:8) explains that there are three types of 
meaning or Metafunctions, such as experiential meaning, interpersonal 
meaning, and textual meaning. 
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Ideational meanings are about the content or proposition of 
message that are realized in the clause. It focuses on the subject matter or 
field of discourse. Meanwhile, textual meanings are about how to get a text 
characterizing coherence in the clause. 
Then, in the interpersonal meaning, Thompson explains that the 
interpersonal meaning as: 
“We use language to interact with other people, to establish and maintain 
relations with them, to influence their behaviour, to express our own viewpoint 
on things in the world, and to elicit or change theirs”. 
(Thompson, 2004:30) 
Interpersonal meaning is the types of meaning which focuses on the 
social function of a language and the participants more specifically. 
Interpersonal meaning is concerned with the interaction between speaker 
and addressees through which they express their own attitudes and 
judgements to influence other’s attitudes. 
Interpersonal meaning has to do with the ways in which we act 
upon one another through language, giving and requesting information, 
getting people to do things, and offering to do things ourselves and the 
ways in which people express their judgments and attitudes about such 
things as likelihood, necessity, and desirability. 
Obviously, interpersonal meaning at the clausal level enjoys the 
mood. In interpersonal meaning, the type of the relationship between the 
writer and participants in a text through the type of mood can be explored. 
There are two components in the analysis of interpersonal meaning, such 
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as mood element and residue element of the clause. (Halliday and 
Matthiessen, 2004:111-120). 
 
a)  Mood Element 
The system of Mood is a system of the clause, not of the verbal 
group or of the verb. Mood element consists of two parts, such as: (1) 
the Subject operator, which is a nominal group; and (2) the Finite 
operator, which is part of a verbal group. As the example of the 
explanation of the mood element such as Subject and Finite can be seen 
in the table below: 
 
Table 2.1 The example of Mood Element 
He might 
Subject Finite 
Mood Element 
 
Thus, in ‘He might’ consists of Subject and Finite. ‘He’ is 
Subject because it is personal pronoun and noun included as nominal 
group. Meanwhile, ‘might’ is Finite because the Finite element is a 
small number of verbal operators expressing tense (e.g. is, has) or 
modality (e.g. can, must). (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004:111). 
Subject can be identified by other formal characteristics such as: 
(1) Subjects are typically noun groups. These include that clauses, wh-
clauses, to + V2 (often called infinitive) clauses, and Ving clauses; (2) 
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Five pronouns have special subject forms - I, he, she, we, and they (as 
opposed to me, him, her, us, and them); and (3) In declarative mood 
clauses, the Subject is normally the noun group which immediately 
precedes the Finite. (Graham Lock, 1999:12). 
Meanwhile, Finite have three characteristics. The characteristics 
are: (1) If a verb group contains a Finite, the Finite will always be the 
first constituent of the verb group; (2)  Only Finites are marked for 
tense; and (3) Only Finites are marked for number agreement, that is, 
their form changes according to the number and person of the Subject 
(Graham Lock, 1999:13). In addition, Halliday (2004:113) explains that 
Subject and Finite are closely linked together, because Mood is built 
from the relation between Subject and Finite. 
 
b)  Residue Element 
The other components in the analysis of interpersonal meaning 
are residue element of the clause. The Residue consists of three kinds: 
(1) Predicator; (2) Complement; and (3) Adjunct. 
The predicator is a part of the clause containing the verbal group 
or modal operator excluding Finite which indicates the process such as 
what is doing, happening, or being. There are four functions of 
Predicator such as: (a) Predicator determines time reference other than 
reference to the time of the speech event; (b) Predicator determines 
various other aspects and phases like seeming, trying, and hoping; (c) 
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Predicator determines the active and the passive voice; and (d) 
Predicator determines the process including action, event, mental 
process, relation that is predicated to the Subject. (Halliday, 2004:122). 
Predicator is realized in verbal group excluding the temporal 
(primary tense) or modal (modality) operator which  has functions as 
Finite in the mood element for example, in the verbal groups was 
shining, have been working, may be going to be replaced the parts 
functioning as Predicator are shining, been working, be going to be 
replaced. The name of this function is ‘Predicator’, not ‘Predicate’. 
The second element in the Residue that has not the potential of 
being Subject and it is typically realized by a nominal group is the 
complements. Complements can be realized by noun groups, nominal 
clauses, adjective groups, and prepositional phrases. It explained that a 
complement is an element which answers three questions: ‘is/had 
what’, ‘to whom’, ‘did to’. For the example is in the duke gave my aunt 
that teapot. So, there are two Complements, my aunt and that teapot. 
The third elements of Residue is an adjunct that is typically 
realized by an adverbial group or prepositional phrase. It can be 
identified as elements which do not have the potential to become 
Subject. For the example is in my aunt was given that teapot yesterday 
by the duke there are two Adjuncts: the adverbial group yesterday and 
the prepositional phrase by the duke. (Halliday, 2004:121-124). 
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The explanation of all residue elements such as Predicator, 
Complement, and Adjunct can be seen in the example below: 
 
Table 2.2 The example of Residue Elements 
Sister Susie ‘s sewing shirts for soldiers 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
Thus, in ‘sewing shirts for soldiers’, ‘sewing’ is Predicator 
because it is present tense and included as verbal group. Then, ‘shirts’ 
is Complement because it has the potential of being Subject but it is not 
Subject. Meanwhile, ‘for soldiers’ is Adjunct because it has not the 
potential of being Subject (Halliday, 2004:121). 
In the Residue element, there are two types of Adjunct that can 
be known as Conjunctive Adjunct and Modal Adjunct (mood Adjunct 
and comment Adjunct). Conjunctive Adjuncts are textual. They set up a 
contextualizing relationship obtaining between the clause as a message 
and some other (typically preceding) portion of text. These are 
adverbial groups or prepositional phrases that relate the clause to the 
preceding text. The conjunctive Adjuncts typically operate in the clause 
as part of the Theme. 
A modal Adjunct of time, like just, yet, already, relates closely 
to the primary tense, which is the ‘shared time’ of speaker and listener; 
a conjunctive Adjunct of time such as next, meanwhile, locates the 
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clause in time with respect to the preceding textual environment. 
(Halliday, 2014:156-159). 
Besides, Modal Adjunct usually used to express the 
speaker/writer’s judgment on or attitude to the content of the message. 
In modal Adjuncts, it is divided into two types namely mood Adjuncts 
and comment Adjuncts. 
Mood Adjuncts serve within the Mood element, and are closely 
associated with the meaning of the Finite element which can also be 
realized by the operator serving as Finite. It has three basic positions 
such as initial (thematic), medial (neutral), and final (afterthought). 
For example: 
(a) but usually they don’t open before ten (thematic) 
(b) but they usually don’t open before ten (neutral) 
(c) but they don’t usually open before ten (neutral) 
(d) but they don’t open before ten usually (afterthought) 
Comment Adjuncts serve outside the Mood + Residue structure 
of the clause. They are not part of the proposition realized by Mood + 
Residue, but are instead comments on it (propositional). (Halliday, 
2014: 184-191). 
The example of conjunctive Adjunct and modal Adjunct can be 
seen in the example below: 
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Table 2.3 The example of conjunctive Adjunct and modal Adjunct 
Such men however seldom make good husbands 
Subject conjunctive 
Adjunct 
mood 
Adjunct 
‘(present 
Finite 
make’ 
Predicator 
Complement 
                                                         
Residue Mood 
 
 
3. Mood System 
Mood System is the system of clauses as interpersonal resources. 
Mood system views a clause as an exchange. Mood system is built from 
the relation of mood structure between Subject and Finite, whereas 
Residue is the rest. 
The Mood system can be seen in this Mood system network below: 
 
Figures 1.1 The figures of Mood types 
 
                                                       
 
                                                         
 
 
            (Adapted from Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004:23) 
Declarative    Indicative      
Major 
(Predicator) 
Clause 
System 
Interrogative   
Imperative 
Minor 
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Based on the Figures 1.1 The figures of Mood types, it shows that 
there are two types of a clause that can be identified as the type of mood 
system, such as: 
(1) Major (predicator) which describes some types of clauses. In major 
clauses, it is divided into two types namely indicative and imperative 
mood. Then, indicative mood is divided into two types, those are 
declarative and interrogative; 
 (2) Minor (no predicator) is typically functioning as calls, greeting, 
exclamations, and alarms, like Mary!, Good night!, Well done!, and others. 
Therefore, Minor clause doesn’t display a Mood + Residue structure 
(Halliday, 2014:127-129). 
 
a) Declarative Mood 
Declarative is the types of indicative, because the mood structure 
consist of Subject and Finite. Declarative is a statement that told about 
something to declare an idea of speaker or listeners. Meanwhile, it can 
be used as a statement that has function to give information about 
something, for example: 
 
Table 2.4 The example of declarative mood 
The duke has given that teapot away 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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Table 2.4 shows that it can be identified as declarative mood 
because the mood structure consists of Subject in the word ‘The duke’ 
and then followed by Finite in the word ‘has’. 
 
b) Interrogative Mood 
Interrogative is the types of indicative, because the mood 
structure consist of Finite and Subject. Interrogative is some a question 
or request from the speaker to the listener as in their conversation, such 
as: 
 
Table 2.5 The example of interrogative mood 
has the duke given that teapot away 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
Table 2.5 shows that it can be identified as interrogative mood 
because the mood structure consists of Finite in the word ‘has’ before 
Subject in the word ‘the duke’. 
 
c) Imperative Mood 
Imperative is about a command from speaker to the listener to do 
something what that needed by speaker where the answer commonly 
yes/no. In imperative mood, the elements of the mood do not always 
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consist of subject and finite, they may consist of subject only, or finite 
only, or no mood element, for example: 
 
Table 2.6 The example of imperative mood 
give me that teapot! 
Predicator Subject Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
Table 2.6 shows that it can be identified as imperative mood 
because the clause means that the speaker demand good & services to 
the listener. 
According to Graham Lock (1996:177), in the types of indicative, 
there are the distinction between declarative and interrogative moods 
depend on the ordering of Subject and Finite. 
The basic system, where ^ means followed by, is as follows: 
Declarative : Subject ^ Finite 
Wh- Interrogative : wh – Finite ^ Subject 
Yes-no interrogative : Finite ^ Subject 
 
From the table above can be conclude that there are a different 
Subject and Finite in each types. In declarative, the mood structure 
consist of Subject for the first, and then followed by Finite. Meanwhile, 
in interrogative, the mood structure consist of Finite for the first, and 
then followed by Subject. 
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The WH- element is a distinct element in the interpersonal 
structure of the clause. The WH- element is always conflated with one 
or another of the three functions Subject, Complement or Adjunct. If it 
is conflated with the Subject, it is part of the Mood element, and the 
order within the Mood element must therefore be Subject ^ Finite. If on 
the other hand the WH- element is conflated with a Complement or 
Adjunct, it is part of the Residue; and in that case the typical 
interrogative ordering within the Mood element reasserts itself, and we 
have Finite preceding Subject. 
Every types of mood have their own functions. The function of 
declarative is to make a statement, declare an idea or to give an 
information. The function of interrogative is to ask question or 
information. Meanwhile, the function of imperative is to give a 
command. 
Mulia, Vilya Lakstian Catra (2015:20) explains that SFG can 
shows how utterances through grammar have exchange functions. To 
know the types of mood exchange, it needs to know the mood structure 
of a clause. Mood structure is a clause structure that realized in 
interpersonal meaning. It has functions to give and to demand 
information. In making an interaction, there are two types of 
commodity that are exchanged. They are either goods and services or 
information. Mood structure is structure where the meaning of proposal 
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(demanding) or proposition (giving) of a clause can be found (Halliday 
and Matthiessen, 2004:106-107). 
According to Halliday and Matthiessen (2004:107), giving means 
‘inviting to receive’, and demanding means ‘inviting to give’. 
Meanwhile, in the commodity exchanged, there are some choice, where 
the choice is between exchanging information, goods or services. When 
the speaker says something with the aim of getting the listener to tell 
something, so what is being demanded is information. Meanwhile, the 
listener is not only answering in a verbal or demand the request in some 
ways. The speaker may refuse to answer the question or give goods & 
services demanded. 
Then, in commodity exchange, the speakers involves 4 basic 
move types of statement, question, offer, and command which can be 
called a speech act or speech function. Statement which is realized by 
declarative mood), command (which is realized by imperative mood), 
question and offer (which is realized by interrogative mood). Offers and 
command are exchanges of goods and services which can be called as 
proposals. Meanwhile, statement and questions involve exchange of 
information can be called as propositions. 
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To make the explanation clear, the explanation can be seen in the 
table below: 
Table 2.7 Commodity exchanged 
 Commodity exchanged 
Role in exchange (a) goods-&-services (b) information 
(i) giving ‘offer’ 
Would you like this teapot? 
‘statement’ 
He’s giving her the teapot 
(ii) demanding ‘command’ 
Give me that teapot! 
‘question’ 
What is he giving her? 
 
(Adapted from Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004:107) 
 
It is offers is the speaker gives the hearer some services. Then, it 
is command when the speaker demands the hearer some services. 
Meanwhile, it is known as statement if the speaker gives information to 
hearer, and invites the hearer to receive the information. Then, it is 
question when the speaker make a request for information. 
The giving of information is usually takes the form of a statement 
that realized by declarative. Meanwhile, the demanding of information 
and the giving of goods and services or offer is which expressed by a 
questions which realized by interrogative. 
 
4. Utterances 
  Utterances is a spoken language that used by speakers in a dialogue 
or conversation to communicate each other. Utterances refers to complete 
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communicative units which consist of single word, phrases, clauses and 
sentence. An utterance can be generally defined as a piece of spoken 
language. In communication, people use utterances to convey an 
information and to lead each other toward an interpretation of meanings 
(Schiffrin, 1994:386). It shows that utterances is related to personal 
expressions, experiences, thoughts, and feelings. 
  People can produce new utterances which others understand. The 
meaning of an utterance is the meaning of the sentence and the meanings 
of the circumstances, such as: the time and place, the people involved, 
their backgrounds, their relationship to one another, and what they know 
about one another. The one of many media that produce an utterances is 
movie. In movie, the scriptwriter write the story where some of the 
characters produce an utterances. It is because utterances is the important 
things. When people aren’t produce utterances, it will make them difficult 
to make social relations with the others. In this case, in expressing 
something in a movie, the scriptwriter must convey feelings and thoughts 
also language in a different way because Ogunsiji in Yeibo (2012:181) 
states if one writer without understanding the message, one’s speech or 
writing will be dry.  
  Kreidler (1998:7), states that for every word that speakers know, 
for production or recognition, they must know the pronunciation, how it 
fits into various utterances, and what it means. So, we have to know how 
the utterances will carry meanings for others. 
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5. Trolls 
Trolls is the 3D animated feature movie produced by Gina Shay, 
DreamWorks Animation Production. It is an animated romantic musical 
fantasy comedy movie. This movie was directed by Mike Mitchell and 
Walt Dohrn. Then, it is written by Jonathan Aibel and Glenn Berger. The 
story of this movie is based on a story by Erica Rivinoja which inspired by 
troll dolls that first became popular in the 1960s which created by Thomas 
Dam. This movie was released in the United States on November 4, 2016, 
by 20th Century Fox (Douglas, Edward:2016). 
In this movie, there are fourteen characters. They are DJ Suki, Guy 
Diamond, King Peppy, Sugar Cookieloaf, Biggie, Aspen Heitz, King 
Gristle, Poppy, Chef, Maggie, Bridget, Creek, Branch, and Harper. 
However, the centers character in this movie are the social relation 
between Princess Poppy (voiced by Anna Kendrick) and grumpy pessimist 
Branch (voiced by Justin Timberlake) who rescue their friends from the 
Bergens. It is because the Bergens always try to eat Trolls as definition of 
happiness. The Bergens think that their happiness is when they eat Trolls. 
However, the definition of happiness between the Bergen and Poppy is 
different. Poppy thinks that happiness is not something that we can eat. It 
is something we put inside. It is something inside of our heart. To change 
the mind of The Bergen, Poppy and Branch must against them. The 
braveness of Poppy and Branch finally can make them aware that 
happiness is something inside us. Based on the story of this movie, 
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everyone can learns a lesson about inner happiness, how to never give up, 
and how we have to proud of who we are. Poppy and Branch also teach us 
that when there are your friends who closed and they get problems, we 
have to help them. As friends, it needs to understand them carefully. We 
must make them trust that we can be their good friends. 
In some part, this movie also presents songs. From the songs, 
people will remember that this movie full of sense about friendship and 
empathy. Besides the great songs of this movie, there are fun characters 
and dance which make people who watch it being happy. From the songs, 
this movie received an Academy Award nomination for Best Original 
Song for “Can’t stop the feeling”. Then, this movie get the second position 
in the Box Office and the second production as musical movies of 
DreamWorks Animation. Based on the official website of Pixar 
(www.pixar.com), hundreds DVD of this movie also sold out when it was 
released firstly. Then, based on awards IMDb top rated movies 
(www.imdb.com), this movie can be included as the best-animated movie 
and favorite animated movie in kids’ choice awards based on the story, the 
motion picture, and the characters that can improve the language skill of 
children. 
 
6. Characters 
Generally, literary work such as movie has extrinsic and intrinsic 
elements inside. Stanton (1965:12-36) divide that there are two intrinsic 
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elements of fiction namely fact of the story and literary device. In fact of the 
story, it is divided into four elements. Those are a plot, characters, 
background and theme. Meanwhile, in literary device consists of the title, 
the point of view, style and tone, symbolism and irony. Based on the 
classification of Stanton, characters can be identify as fact of the story 
which include in intrinsic elements. 
Character is important part because people can understand the whole 
story from it. A character is usually used in two context. Firstly, a character 
designates the individual present in the story and secondly, a character may 
refer to the description of attitudes, interests, emotions and moral principles 
of the individuals (Stanton, 1965:17). 
Writers may identify the character through their action, gestures, 
speech, expressions and their physical appearance (Hermayani, 2014:7). 
However, to connect the structure and the character, it must identify the 
character through their speech and action. It means that characters can be 
identified through their dialogues, actions, response, etc. In other words, a 
character is made from utterance and attitude of the author in making the 
fiction work. 
 
B. Previous Study 
This study is concern in interpersonal meaning in utterances 
between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie based on Systemic Functional 
Grammar. There have been many studies about three Metafunctions in 
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linguistics field recently especially about interpersonal meaning. In this 
part, there are some current study which relate closely with this study. 
The first previous study is a thesis by Rowiatun Amri Marhamah, 
2014, English Language Education Department Faculty of Languages and 
Arts Yogyakarta State University. The title is Interpersonal Meaning 
Analysis of Muse Song Lyrics In Black Holes and Revelations’ Album 
(A Study Based on Systemic Functional Linguistics). The study is 
examined the interpersonal meaning of the modality realized in the lyrics 
of Muse’s album Black Holes and Revelations. The objectives of the study 
are to find out the most dominant Mood Types, and to describe the 
Modality that realized in the lyrics of Muse’s album Black Holes and 
Revelations. The study uses descriptive qualitative research design. The 
main sources of data in the study were three song lyrics in the Muse’s 
album Black Holes and Revelations. To get the data, the study used an 
observation method. Meanwhile, the result of the study can be concluded 
that there are only few modalities of Muse Song Lyrics In Black Holes and 
Revelations’ Album. 
The second previous study is a thesis by Laily Mughibbah, 2016, 
English Language Teaching Department of Syekh Nurjati State Islamic 
Institute Cirebon. The title is The Analysis of Interpersonal Meaning in 
“Freedom Writers” Movie Subtitles. The objectives of the study are to 
describe the realization of tenor dimensions and Mood Systems that 
realized in movie. The study uses qualitative method which focuses  to use 
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descriptive qualitative. The data of the study taken by doing observation, 
questionnaire, and interview. The study shows that the first highest tenor 
dimension is power, the second is contact, and the third is affect. The 
study proved that characters were more to defend their power or 
dominance in social life. Every scene of the movie was influence the 
social relationship that involved among characters because tenor is 
contextually. The study had analyzed subtitles in clause form to make data 
are effective and easy to be comprehended. 
The third previous study about interpersonal meaning is a thesis by 
Hao Feng and Yuhui Liu, 2010, Beijing University of Technology, 
Beijing, China. The study entitled “Analysis of Interpersonal Meaning 
in Public Speeches - A Case Study of Obama’s Speech”. The objectives 
of the study are the opening speech given by President Obama at a prime 
time news conference commemorating his first 100th day in office. The 
study focuses on mood, modal auxiliary, personal pronouns in pronoun 
system, and tense shift used in Obama’s speech. The finding shows that 
Obama is full use of the language to achieve his political purpose in his 
speech by using different devices in interpersonal meaning. The study can 
be concluded that different uses of mood, modal auxiliary, personal 
pronouns and tense can express different levels of interpersonal meaning. 
The fourth previous study is a thesis by Suciati Agustina 
Prasetyoningrum, 2009, English Department Faculty of Letters and Fine 
Arts Sebelas Maret University Surakarta. The title is An Analysis on 
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Tenor in School Advertisement Texts: The International School of 
Kuala Lumpur and Ruamrudee International School in Newsweek 
Magazine (Based on Systemic Functional Linguistic). The data of the 
study are lexicogrammar, text structure and genre of the advertisement 
texts taken from Newsweek Magazine on March 13th, 2006 and May 15th, 
2005. The study use qualitative research that employing descriptive 
comparative method. It try to find out the dimension of tenor (status, affect 
and contact) of all texts and to know the similarities and differences of all 
texts. The purpose of the study is to explore and compare the tenor of all 
texts by using Systemic Functional Linguistic approach. Meanwhile, the 
study can be concluded that the text 1 applies unequal status which 
indicated by the occurrence imperative clauses showing that advertiser 
wants to give the persuasion to the readers in addition giving the 
information about the product offered. Then, in the text 2 applies equal 
relative position where it is reflected by the presence of indicative 
declarative clauses functioning as proposition and attitudinal epithets. 
Moreover, the study can be concluded that all of text above use descriptive 
genre. 
The fifth of previous study about interpersonal meaning is a thesis 
by Nabila Nailatus Sakina, 2015, Faculty of Humanities Diponegoro 
University Semarang. The title is Interpersonal Meaning in Sales 
Letters on Internet Business. The purpose of the study are to find out the 
structure and the interpersonal meaning in sales letters. Then, determining 
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whether a sales letter is a spoken or written text. The study uses qualitative 
method which focuses  to use descriptive qualitative. The data taken from 
an internet marketing forum called Warrior Forum, which self-proclaims 
as the biggest internet marketing forum in the world. The study can be 
concluded that Declaratives dominate almost all stages of the sales letter. 
It indicates that the speaker would like to inform people about the product 
he/she sells. 
From the five previous studies, there are some comparison which 
different with this study. This study has different object and data from the 
fifth previous study above. However, there is one previous study that 
analyzed mood system conducted a thesis by Rowiatun Amri Marhamah 
from English Language Education Department Faculty of Languages and 
Arts Yogyakarta State University. The study examined the most dominant 
of Mood Types, and the use of modality which realized in the lyrics of 
Muse’s album Black Holes and Revelations. The different of the first 
previous study with this study is the object and the focus. The object of the 
first previous study that different with this study is the use of mood and 
modality which realized in the songs. Meanwhile, this study choose 
English movie in Trolls movie as the object. Then, in the first previous 
study, it is focused on the Modality types. Before find out the types of 
Modality, the study must analyze the Mood types to know the Modality 
that realized in the song lyrics. Meanwhile, this study is focused on the 
types of Mood, and the dominant of Mood Types which is realized in the 
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utterances that used between the main characters (Poppy and Branch) in 
Trolls movie. Then, the researcher analyze how the mood types used by 
Poppy and Branch can describe their character. 
 
C. Theoretical Framework 
Language is a sign of communication which delivers the messages 
from an interlocutor to others. Meanwhile, there are many ways of 
determining functions of languages. One of them is to consider grammar 
as a set of rules which specify all the possible grammatical structures of 
the language. Then, focusing on the functions of grammatical structures, 
and their meanings in the social context. The approach of the functions of 
grammatical analysis is Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) or known 
as Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG). 
SFG is chosen as the linguistic framework of this study because it 
takes the resource perspective rather than the rule perspective. Then, it is 
designed to display the overall system of grammar rather than only 
fragments (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). SFG presents a language as a 
series of system and it has some interrelated categories of system. 
In the SFG, one of three types of meaning is interpersonal 
meaning. Interpersonal meanings focuses on the social functions of a 
language, and concern the ways in which we act upon one another through 
language. In spoken texts or written texts, an interlocutor expects to tell 
the listeners or the readers via text. It means that each text has a 
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relationship between providers of information and recipients of 
information. 
In this study, the data were analyzed based on SFG which focuses 
on the interpersonal meaning. The discussion of this study finally deals 
with the Mood types analysis in the utterances that used between Poppy 
and Branch in Trolls Movie that realized in the system of Mood and how 
the mood type describe their character. The researcher describes the 
analysis of Mood and Residue that used in the utterances that used 
between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie, showing the analysis of mood 
types used between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie, and giving 
explanation of the analysis which can be analyzed through interpersonal 
meaning analysis. The researcher collects the utterances between Poppy 
and Branch in Trolls movie. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research  Design 
Research designs are procedures for collecting, analyzing, and 
reporting research in quantitative and qualitative research (Creswell, 
2012:627). In the research, there are two ways of approach. It is through a 
qualitative and quantitative. Meanwhile, this study used descriptive 
qualitative research design. 
Creswell (2003:10) states that the process of qualitative research is 
largely inductive, with the inquired generating meaning from the data 
collected in the field. It means, the researcher can build concepts, 
hypotheses, and theories from details. Although the process between 
qualitative and quantitative are similar, qualitative rely on the text, and 
image data, have unique steps in the data analysis, and draw on diverse 
strategies of inquiry (Creswell, 2003:205). Therefore, it can be called as 
qualitative because this study is concerned to understand the result than to 
calculate it. Although this study is qualitative research design, this study 
also uses simple calculation where it is included as the characteristic of 
quantitative research design. It is because the researcher must find out the 
most dominant of Mood types that used between Poppy and Branch in 
Trolls movie. However, this study still can be called as qualitative research 
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design because the data of this study is not represented by the numbers but 
represented by the explanation. 
The type of this study can be classified as a descriptive research. It 
can be descriptive because the researcher focuses to describe and give the 
explanation of the data in this study. The data in descriptive qualitative 
research design can be words, phrase, clauses, sentences, discourse, text, 
lyrics, or video. Meanwhile, this study analyzes the form of clauses in the 
utterances that said between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie. By using 
descriptive method, the data of this study are analyzed by identifying the 
types of mood, identifying the most dominant of mood types that used 
between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie, and analyzing how the mood 
type used by Poppy and Branch describe their character. 
 
B. Data and Source of the Data 
1) Data 
This study analyzes the form of clauses in the utterances that 
include in interpersonal meaning as the data. In linguistics, the data can 
be word, phrase, clauses, or sentences. In qualitative, the forms of the 
data is not numeral forms. Miles and Huberman (1994:35) explain that 
the data can be taken from taking notes, recording events (conversation, 
meetings), and picking up things (documents, products, artifacts). 
The data of this study are documents in the forms of text. Miles 
and Huberman (1994:9) describe that the focus on data in the form of 
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words that is language in the form of extended text. It is the utterances 
that said between Poppy and Branch in the movie entitled Trolls that 
collected from the subtitle of the movie. The researcher employs a 
descriptive text as the data because the form of the data is represented 
by the text of subtitle. Sarwono (2006:259) states that in qualitative 
approach, the characteristic of the data is descriptive, which means that 
the data can be picture, document, artifacts, and transcript while doing 
the research. 
There are two types of data in this study, namely primary and 
secondary data. This study used the utterances between Poppy and 
Branch in Trolls movie subtitle as primary data which will be analyzed 
by researcher through Mood system. Creswell (2012:83), states that 
primary data is the data found by the individuals who actually 
conducted the research or who originated the ideas. Meanwhile, 
secondary data is summarized primary sources, and it does not 
represent material published by the original researchers or the creators 
of the idea (Creswell, 2012:83). In this study, the secondary data are 
some books, journals, and previous study of Systemic Functional 
Grammar, especially Interpersonal meaning that used to carry on the 
analysis. The other secondary data are the researcher asked for help to a 
particular person about Mood analysis. 
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2) Source of the Data 
Sarwono (2006:209) states data source is something that can be 
used as a source for obtaining data. The source of the data in this study 
taken from the Internet, especially from YIFY. Meanwhile, the data are 
also taken from www.subscene.com. 
 
C. Research Instrument 
In qualitative research, the researcher is the main instrument in 
collecting data by applying the theories, analyzing data, reporting research 
finding of mood system as found in the utterances that used between 
Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie, and the last is making a conclusion 
based on the data analysis. Sarwono (2006:212), in qualitative research, 
the researcher herself acts as key instrument to getting the information. 
And then, the supporting instruments in this study are the subtitle of the 
movie, the utterances used by Poppy and Branch, computer, pen, papers, 
and electronic dictionary to help in collecting and analyzing the data. 
 
D. Technique of Collecting Data 
Collecting data is a stage in the research process that important 
because only with getting the right data, so the research process will 
continue until the researcher get the answer of the problem statement 
(Sarwono, 2006:123). Miles and Huberman (1994:9) describes that 
technique of collecting data can be done by observation, interviewing, or 
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documentation. However, in collecting data, this study used the 
documentation method.  Cresswell (2003:22) explains that documentation 
is technique to collect data, these may be public documents (newspaper, 
minutes of meetings, official reports or private documents such as personal 
journals, diaries, letters and e-mails). It used documentation method 
because the first step that the researchers do is searching for the subtitle of 
the movie. Meanwhile, the mood system that used between Poppy and 
Branch were noted down on some papers. In collecting the data, this study 
got the data from download the movie and the subtitle on the internet. 
Meanwhile, Creswell (1994) described the procedures used in data 
collection, they are: 
1. Data Identification 
In this study, the researcher identifies the Trolls movie to find the 
information that can answer the research question. The researcher 
identifies by browsing the subtitle of the movie, and making notes to 
answer the research question simply. 
2. Data Listing 
In this study, the researcher did not take all the text in the movie. 
However, the researcher chooses the utterances that only said between 
Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie as the data. Then, the analysis of 
the text is divided into clauses to make the interpretation easy. It is 
divided into clauses because the researcher analyze the interpersonal 
meaning through analyzing the structure based on the clause level. 
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3. Data Classification/Categorizing 
In this study, the researcher classifies the data. After the researcher 
choose the data that will be analyzed, every clause in utterances 
between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie will be classified into 
three types of mood namely Declarative, Interrogative, and Imperative 
mood based on the order of Subject and Finite (Mood Element). 
 
E. Data Validation 
To make the data is credible, this study got an accuracy or 
credibility of the findings through strategies such as face validity or 
triangulation. In this research, the researcher uses face validity. Face 
validity needs to be seen as much more integral to the process of 
establishing data credibility (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003:191). In this 
research, the researcher asked to the lecturer, Mr. BDM to check the 
research data starting from the problems, the data, the technique of 
analysis and the result.  
 
F. Technique of Data Analysis 
Miles and Huberman (1994:10) explain that there are some 
activities of data analysis in qualitative research, they are: 
1.  Data Collection 
 In the first technique, the researcher collects the data based on the 
categorization that appropriate to the research problem. The researcher 
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taken the data from downloading the Trolls movie, the subtitle, and 
the information about the movie from internet in the form of text and 
video. 
2.    Data Reduction 
Data reduction is a form of analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, 
discards, and organized data in such a way that final conclusions can 
be drawn and verified (Miles and Huberman, 1994:10). In this study, 
the researcher selecting and abstracting the data that appear in the 
subtitle of the movie. In this steps, the researcher making summaries, 
coding, and making partitions. 
3.    Data Display 
After the data is reduced, the next step is to display the data. 
Display is an organized, compressed assembly of information that 
permits conclusion drawing and action (Miles and Huberman, 
1994:11). From the explanation above, the researcher classified the 
data of the Mood system that used between Poppy and Branch. Then, 
every types of mood that researcher found will be displayed them in 
the table form that consists of the clause, mood structure, mood 
elements, and mood exchange to make the reader easier to understand 
what the researcher means. 
4.    Conclusion Drawing/Verification 
Conclusion drawing is half of intact configuration (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994:11). The first conclusion in this study is provisional 
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and it will change if the researcher finds the strong evidence that 
improve in step of collecting data. In this study, the researcher must 
describing and interpreting the data in order to make the conclusion is 
credible. Then, the researcher check the data through triangulation. 
 
G. Procedure of Data Analysis 
In analyzing the data, this study employed the utterances that used 
between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie to find the analysis of the 
interpersonal meaning. Tesch in Creswell (2003:219) provided a useful 
analysis of the process in eight steps: 
1. Read all the transcriptions carefully. 
2. Pick one document, the most interesting one and ask what it is about. 
3. When the researcher has completed the task for several informants, 
then make a list of all topics. 
4. Abbreviate the topics as codes and write the codes next to the 
appropriate segments of the text. 
5. Find the most descriptive wording for the topics and turn them into 
categories. Then, reducing the total list of categories by grouping 
topics that relate to each other. 
6. Make a final decision on the abbreviation for each category and 
alphabetize these codes. 
7. Assemble the data material belonging to each category in one place 
and perform a preliminary analysis. 
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8. If necessary, recode the existing data. 
To make classification of the data analysis, the researcher gives 
codes to each data. These are written below: 
1. The capital letter IM means Interpersonal Meaning. 
2. The capital letter D and then followed by numeral 01, 02, 03… are 
used to show the number of the datum. 
3. The alphabetic letters are used to classify the types of Mood. 
These are written below: 
Dec. : Declarative mood 
Int. : Interrogative mood 
Imp. : Imperative mood  
4. Besides, this research used mood systems to analyze the data and the 
researcher had classified the coding, those are: 
S (Subject), F (Finite), P (Predicator) and C (Complement). 
 
Those are can be put together into utterances in the example below: 
D.03/ IM/ Dec. 
I am not going to your party. 
 
I am not going to your party 
S F P Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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The utterances that are spoken by Branch is included to indicative 
mood types because declarative is a part of indicative mood types. The 
analysis of interpersonal meaning in this clause deals with two 
components that are Mood element and Residue element of the clause. 
Mood element consists of the Subject and the Finite. Thus, in ‘I am not 
going to your party’, ‘I’ is Subject; meanwhile, ‘am not’ is Finite. The 
Subject is a nominal group in which a personal pronoun. Meanwhile, the 
Finite element is a verbal operator expressing tense and modality. Based 
on the statement form (which is realized by declarative mood), the mood 
exchange of Branch’s utterance is giving information that include as 
proposition. It means Branch gives statement that he will not come to 
Poppy’s party. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
A. RESEARCH FINDING 
1. The types of Mood System in utterances between Poppy and 
Branch in Trolls movie 
Interpersonal meanings can be seen when people use a language to 
interact with the others in their daily social activities that appeared in their 
utterance such as in a movie, especially in Trolls movie. In this movie, the 
subtitle was identified and analyzed based on the theories of Halliday 
about Systemic Functional Grammar, especially interpersonal meaning. 
The analysis was concentrated on the analysis of Mood and Residue in the 
utterances between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie. Based on the 
analysis of the Mood System, the utterances between Poppy and Branch in 
Trolls movie have mood elements such as Mood and Residue. It is realized 
by the structure of the clause in every utterance based on the elements of 
mood in the interpersonal meaning. 
After the researcher identifying each clause in the utterances 
between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie, the researcher analyzed it 
based on the mood types. Before analyzed the mood types, the researcher 
identified the mood structure and mood element for the first. The 
classification of mood types will be based on the order of Subject and 
Finite. When there are Subject and Finite, it can be identified as the 
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indicative mood that divided into two types again namely declarative and 
interrogative mood. If the order of Mood is Finite without Subject, the 
type of Mood will be imperative. When the order of mood structure is 
Subject and then followed by Finite, the type of Mood will be declarative. 
Meanwhile, when the order of Mood structure is WH question-Finite and 
then followed by Subject, the type of Mood will be interrogative.  
From the data and the analysis done, the researcher found that there 
are 114 clauses between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie. There are 107 
major clauses and 7 minor clauses. The classifications of major clauses 
that divided into declarative mood are 81, imperative mood are 4, and 
interrogative mood are 22. From the data, it can be concluded that the most 
dominant of mood types in the utterances between Poppy and Branch in 
Trolls movie is declarative mood that is included in the indicative mood 
type and the least of mood types is imperative. Based on the explanation, 
the total of mood types in the utterances between Poppy and Branch in 
Trolls movie can be shown in the table below: 
 
Table 4.1. The analysis of Mood Types in the utterances between Poppy and Branch in 
Trolls movie 
 Declarative Imperative Interrogative 
Poppy’s utterances 42 - 12 
51.85% 0% 54.55% 
Branch’s utterances 39 4 10 
48.15% 100% 45.45% 
Total 81 4 22 
100% 100% 100% 
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2.  The relation of Mood Types in the utterances between Poppy and 
Branch in Trolls movie with their characters 
From the analysis of the Mood Types in the utterances that used 
between Poppy and Branch, it can identify their character or 
characteristics. To know their characters, it needs to know the mood type 
and the mood exchange. Based on the clause as exchange, utterances 
consists of four fundamental functions namely statement (which is realized 
by declarative mood), command (which is realized by imperative mood), 
question and offer (which is realized by interrogative mood). 
After the analysis done, the researcher found that Poppy produced 
42 statements, 11 questions, 1 offers, and 0 imperative form. While 
Branch produced 39 statements, 4 commands, 10 questions, and 0 offers 
form. From the analysis found, it can show that Poppy is a girl who often 
giving than demanding. It is described through her attitude or her dialogue 
to Branch. She is giving an information, giving goods & services and 
demanding of information. Meanwhile, she is not interesting to give a 
command or to make a request. Whereas, Branch is typically a person who 
often demanding than giving. He is demanding of information, demanding 
good and services and giving an information. However, he is not typically 
a person who likes offering something although he often demands 
something. 
Based on the result above, it can be concluded that Branch and 
Poppy have same and different characters or characteristics. They often 
give an information to one another, whether by answering the question, 
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giving an information or declare their idea. However, Poppy produced 
more statement and question than Branch. It shows that Poppy wants to 
continue a conversation. It can describe that she did not only ask a 
question as a part to get an information but also sometimes it was one of 
her ways to close on Branch. She wanted to build a good relationship with 
Branch. She did not like giving a command or making a request but she 
likes offering something to her friends. However, Poppy is different with 
Branch. Branch did not like offering something, giving goods & services 
to the other but he is often giving a command or making a request. 
Based on the explanation above, the mood exchange can be seen 
in the table below: 
 
Table 4.2. The mood exchange in the utterances between Poppy and Branch 
Exchange Proposal Proposition 
giving 
good & services 
(offer) 
demanding 
good & services 
(command) 
demanding 
information 
(question) 
giving 
information 
(statement) 
Poppy’s utterances 1 0 11 42 
Branch’s utterances 0 4 10 39 
Total 1 4 21 81 
 
B. DISCUSSION 
After the utterances between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie 
were analyzed in the terms of Interpersonal Meaning, the analysis of their 
utterances is divided into clauses to make the analysis is easier. Then, after 
the utterances between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie is divided into 
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clauses, every clause is broken down into three types of Mood namely 
declarative, interrogative and imperative. The analysis was focused on 
Mood and Residue to find out the types of Mood. 
 
1. The analysis of Mood Types in utterances between Poppy and 
Branch in Trolls movie 
a. Declarative 
The declarative is the types of indicative mood. The mood structure 
of declarative mood consists of Subject and then followed by Finite 
where it can be included as mood elements that influence mood types. 
Generally, declarative mood is a clause that concerned with the 
exchange of information. The type of this mood usually used to give a 
statement, answering a question or to declare an idea. 
In Trolls movie, there are 81 declarative mood which were said 
between Poppy and Branch. Poppy produced 42 declarative mood and 
39 declarative mood said by Branch. 
The followings are the examples of the use of declarative mood in 
the utterances between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie. 
Datum 03: 
D.03/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I’m not going to your party. 
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Table 5.1. Declarative mood in datum 03 
I am not going to your party 
S F P Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
  Mood analysis of clause in datum 03 and presented above indicate 
that the clause grammatically consists of mood elements and residue 
elements applied to make interpersonal meaning. The mood elements of 
the clauses are structurally Subject followed by Finite. In the other 
words, Finite is always preceded by Subject. Then, there are residue 
elements of the clause consists of Predicator and Adjunct. In mood 
elements, the word ‘I’ is Subject because it is a personal pronoun which 
included as a nominal group. Meanwhile, the word ‘am not’ is Finite 
because the Finite elements is a small number of verbal operators 
expressing tense. In addition, there are two residue elements of the 
clause. Those are Predicator in the word ‘going’ which indicates the 
process of doing and then Adjunct in the word ‘to your party’ which do 
not have the potential to become Subject. Based on the mood element, it 
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shows that the utterance of Branch is included as declarative mood 
because there are Subject that followed by Finite. 
  From the mood element, the mood exchange of the utterance can 
be identified as giving information that it is included as proposition 
because ‘statement form’ which is used by the speaker’s Branch means 
giving information to Poppy. The utterance means that Branch gives the 
negative statement to Poppy where Branch trust that Bergen will find 
them (Trolls) if they make a party full of the music sound and dance. 
So, he gives the contradiction statement with giving information that he 
will not go to the Poppy’s party. Besides, his facial language, especially 
in his eyes indicate that his sharp eyes when he rejects to join in 
Poppy’s party is expressions that supported his statement. 
Datum 04: 
D.04/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: The party’s over 
 
Table 5.2. Declarative mood in datum 04 
The party is over 
S F Adjunct 
Mood  Residue 
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Datum 04 shows that the utterance that said by Poppy is 
declarative. It can be identified as declarative because the order of 
mood elements in the clause is Subject in the word ‘The party’ that is 
placed in the first place and then followed by Finite in the word ‘is’ 
after Subject. Then, in addition, there is a word ‘over’ that can be 
identified as Adjunct in residue elements because that word can’t be 
Subject. 
The utterance can be categorized as a proposition based on the 
statement structure that used by the speaker. In Poppy’s utterance above 
means that she gives the explanation to Branch. She gives an 
information that she knocks the Branch’s door not for inviting him to 
the party. However, she just gives an information that the party is over 
while the Bergen comes to catch them. 
Datum 06: 
D.06/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I knew it. 
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Table 5.3. Declarative mood in datum 06 
I knew it 
S F/P C 
Mood Residue 
 
Datum 06 shows that Branch’s utterance is included as declarative 
mood because the mood structure that consists of Subject and then 
followed by Finite. In this clause, Finite is fused with the Predicator. 
The Finite appears to be missing. However, in fact, it is fused with the 
Predicator ‘know’ (knew = Finite ‘did’ + Predicator ‘know’). Then, 
there are residue elements in the word ‘it’ that can be identified as 
Complement because it has potential to become Subject. 
The utterance in datum 06 can be included as proposition because 
the ‘statement form’ which is used by Branch means giving 
information. From the utterance above, it means that Branch gives 
information. He knew that Bergen can come any time to catch them. So, 
he did not join the party and just hides in his bunker every day because 
he knew that Bergen will come to catch them. His eyes also show that 
he really trust if Bergen still out there, watching them. 
Datum 09: 
D.09/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: The Bergen’s gone! 
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Table 5.4. Declarative mood in datum 09 
The Bergen is gone! 
S F P 
Mood Residue 
 
Datum 09 shows that the utterance that said by Poppy can be 
identified that the mood type is declarative. It can be identified as 
declarative mood because the structure consists of Subject in the word 
‘The Bergen’ that placed before Finite in the word ‘is’. In addition, 
there is the word ‘gone’ as a verbal group which is included in residue 
elements. Meanwhile, the mood exchange in Poppy’s utterance can be 
included as a proposition based on the utterance form. 
In the utterance of Poppy in datum 09 means that Poppy makes a 
clear statement to Branch. It can be known through her face that looks 
serious when she talks to Branch. She is giving an information that the 
Bergen is gone after kidnapped almost all Trolls. 
Datum 10: 
D.10/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: You don’t know that. 
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Table 5.5. Declarative mood in datum 10 
You don’t know that 
S F P Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
Datum 10 shows that the utterance that said by Branch is included 
as declarative mood. It can be identified as declarative mood because 
there are Subject in the word ‘you’ that can be known as a personal 
pronoun. Then, there are Finite in the word ‘don’t’ that placed after 
Subject. Meanwhile, there are Predicator in the word ‘know’ as verbal 
operators expressing tense and the word ‘that’ which is included as 
Complement because it can be Subject. Meanwhile, the utterance can be 
described as a proposition while Branch declares his idea that Poppy 
doesn’t know anything. 
The utterance means, although Poppy said that she knows the 
Bergen is gone, Branch still doesn’t trust her. His face looks confident 
that the Bergen may still be out there to catch them. 
Datum 16: 
D.16/ IM/ Dec. 
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Poppy: Branch, you can’t say no 
 
Table 5.6. Declarative mood in datum 16 
Branch, you can’t say no 
Vocative S F P Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
 
Datum 16 shows the clear structure of the clause. It shows that the 
utterance of Poppy is included as declarative mood. It can be classified 
as declarative because the mood element consists of Subject for the first 
and then followed by Finite. The Subject in the word ‘you’ is a nominal 
group. Meanwhile, the Finite element in the word ‘can’t’ modality. 
From the mood element, the mood exchange of the utterance can 
be identified as giving information that it is included as proposition 
because ‘statement form’ which is used by the speaker’s Poppy is 
giving information to Branch. The utterance means that Poppy makes a 
statement that Branch can’t think if he isn’t interesting to rescue 
Poppy’s friends because he thinks that they are not his friend. Her 
contradiction answer also showed through her facial language and 
bodily gesture when her hand opens as if she rejecting a statement that 
said by Branch. 
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Datum 52: 
D.52/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: You don’t know anything, Poppy 
 
Table 5.7. Declarative mood in datum 52 
You don’t know anything, Poppy 
S F P C Vocative 
Mood Residue 
 
Datum 52 shows that the utterance that said by Branch is 
declarative. It can be identified as declarative because the order of 
mood in the clause is Subject in the word ‘you’ that is placed in the first 
place and then Finite in the word ‘don’t’ after Subject. Meanwhile, the 
utterance can be categorized as a proposition based on the statement 
structure that used by the speaker. 
In Branch’s utterance above means that he gives a clear statement 
to Poppy that Poppy doesn’t know anything about Bergen. His serious 
face shows that he like gives a strong statement about it. 
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Datum 95: 
D.95/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Because singing killed my grandma. 
 
Table 5.8. Declarative mood in datum 95 
Because singing killed my grandma 
Conj S F/P C 
Re- Mood -sidue 
 
Datum 95 shows that the utterance of Branch is declarative mood 
because the mood element consists of Subject for the first and then 
followed by Finite. The Subject in the word ‘singing’ is a nominal 
group in which typically include as a noun. Meanwhile, the Finite 
element in the word ‘killed’ is fused with the Predicator ‘kill’ (killed = 
Finite ‘did’ + Predicator ‘kill’). Based on the statement structure, the 
utterance can be identified as a proposition. It is because the speaker 
(Branch) is giving an information to Poppy when Poppy ask why 
Branch don’t sing. His strong statement also can be known through his 
anger face when he answers Poppy’s question. 
Datum 99: 
D.99/ IM/ Dec. 
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Branch: I was the one singing 
 
Table 5.9. Declarative mood in datum 99 
I was the one singing 
S F C 
Mood Residue 
 
Datum 99 shows the clear structure of the clause. It shows that the 
utterance of Branch is included as declarative mood. It can be classified 
as declarative because the mood element consists of Subject for the first 
and then followed by Finite. The Subject in the word ‘I’ is a nominal 
group in which a personal pronoun. Meanwhile, the Finite element in 
the word ‘was’ is a verbal operator expressing tense.  
From the mood element, the mood exchange of the utterance can 
be identified as giving information that it is included as proposition 
because ‘statement form’ which is used by the speaker’s Branch is 
giving information to Poppy. The utterance means that Branch gives an 
information to Poppy that he was the one singing that finally makes his 
grandma eaten by a Bergen. His sad face shows that it’s a bad life that 
he got. His face indicates that he was sad and blame himself for his 
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grandmother’s died. This is why he doesn’t want to sing because 
singing reminds him of his grandma. 
 
b. Interrogative 
Interrogative Mood is included in the types of indicative because 
the mood structure consists of Finite and Subject. However, it is 
different with declarative mood. In declarative, the mood structure 
consists of Subject for the first and then followed by Finite. Meanwhile, 
in interrogative, the mood structure consists of Finite for the first and 
then followed by Subject. Meanwhile, when there are Wh-question, the 
order is Wh/Subject and then followed by Finite. 
The interrogative mood usually uses to make an offer or question. 
It has a purpose to demand information or give good and services. From 
the analysis done, there are 22 interrogative utterances in the Trolls 
movie. Poppy makes 12 interrogatives mood and Branch makes 10 
interrogatives mood. The followings are the examples of the use 
interrogative mood in the utterances of Branch in Trolls movie. 
Datum 02: 
D.02/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: Branch, are you in there? 
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Table 5.10. Interrogative mood in datum 02 
Branch, are you in there? 
Vocative F S Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
 
Datum 02 shows that the type of mood which is said by Poppy is 
interrogative mood. It can be classified as an interrogative because there 
are verbal operators expressing tense in the word ‘are’ for the first that 
can be identified as Finite, and then there is a personal pronoun in the 
word ‘you’ that can be identified as Subject. Meanwhile, ‘in there’ is 
Adjunct as a part of residue elements because it has not potential of 
being Subject. Based on the structure, it can be identified as proposition 
because it is the exchange of information where the clause means 
Poppy is demanding information from Branch. 
In the datum 02, the utterance can be seen clearly through Poppy’s 
facial language that she gives a question to Branch. She asks a question 
by knock Branch’s door, hopes that he will answer her question by 
verbal action (i.e., open the door) or nonverbal (i.e., answer the question 
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by utterance). The question means that Poppy is demanding an 
information of Branch for the answer where is him actually. 
Datum 15: 
D.15/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: will you go to Bergen Town with me and save everyone? 
 
Table 5.11. Interrogative mood in datum 15 
will you 
 
go to Bergen Town with me  and save everyone? 
F S P Adjunct Adjunct conj P C 
Mood Residue 
 
Datum 15 can be identified as interrogative because there is an 
auxiliary verb in the word ‘will’ as Finite that placed before pronoun in 
the word ‘you’ as Subject. Meanwhile, the utterance can be identified as 
a proposal because there is the exchange of good & services where 
Poppy offering Branch to rescue everyone from the Bergen who wants 
to eat them. 
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Datum 28: 
D.28/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: Well, who’s crazy now? 
 
Table 5.12. Interrogative mood in datum 28 
Well, who is crazy now? 
conj Wh F C Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
 
Datum 28 shows the clear structure of the clause. It shows that the 
utterance of Branch is included as interrogative mood. It can be classified 
as interrogative if the mood element consists of Finite and then followed 
by Subject or Wh/Subject and then followed by Finite. Based on the 
datum 28, it shows that ‘who is’ is a part of mood although there is no 
Subject. It is because the mood element consists of mood (Wh-question 
that followed by Finite). The Wh-question in the word ‘who’ is a Wh-
question group. Meanwhile, the Finite element in the word ‘is’ is a verbal 
operator expressing tense. 
From the mood element, the mood exchange of the utterance can 
be identified as demanding information that it is included as proposition 
because ‘question form’ which is used by the speaker’s Branch is 
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demanding information from Branch. The utterance means that Branch 
makes a question to Poppy about who is crazy now. 
Datum 34: 
D.34/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: What’s your plan? 
 
Table 5.13. Interrogative mood in datum 34 
What is your plan? 
Wh F C 
Mo- Residue 
 
Datum 34 shows that the type of mood which is used by Branch is 
interrogative. It can be identified as interrogative because there is the 
word ‘what’ that conflated with the Subject, it can be the part of a mood 
element. Then, there is the word ‘is’ that can be identified as Finite. 
Meanwhile, the question form that said by Poppy can be identified as a 
proposition. It means the utterance has a purpose to demand an 
information from Branch by giving a question about what the plan of 
Branch to go into Bergen Town, to rescue their friends from a Bergen. 
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Datum 43: 
D.43/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: Do you have to sing? 
 
Table 5.14. Interrogative mood in datum 43 
Do  you  have  to sing? 
F S P Adj 
Mood Residue 
 
Datum 43 can be identified as interrogative mood. It can be 
interrogative when there are Finite in the word ‘do’ and then followed 
by Subject in the word ‘you’. Based on the mood type, it can be known 
that the function of this utterance is to demand some information. 
Demanding information can be included in proposition. It means that 
the speaker will makes some question for demand an information. 
Meanwhile, based on the question form, the utterance which is said by 
Branch means that he is demanding information from Poppy with 
makes a question when he hears Poppy sings when he is sleeping. 
Datum 62: 
D.62/ IM/ Int. 
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Poppy: What happened to you? 
 
 
Table 5.15. Interrogative mood in datum 62 
What happened to you? 
Wh F/P Adj 
Mo- Residue 
 
 Datum 62 shows that the utterance which is said by Poppy is 
included as interrogative mood. It can be identified as interrogative 
because there are Wh-question in the word ‘what’ and then followed by 
Finite in the word ‘happened’. Based on the mood types, this utterance 
can be identified as proposition because the speaker is demanding 
information. The utterance means that Poppy asks a question. It can be 
known through her facial language when her eyes looked up like thinks 
something. She asks because she wants to know what happens to 
Branch. Why he didn’t respond. When she know Branch is silent, she 
thinks that maybe Branch sees that the Bergen is closer to them. So, 
Poppy gives a question to Branch. 
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Datum 94: 
D.94/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: Why won’t you sing? 
 
Table 5.16. Interrogative mood in datum 94 
Why won’t you sing? 
Wh F S P 
Re- Mood -sidue 
 
Datum 94 shows that the mood type of Poppy’s utterances is 
interrogative. It can be classified as interrogative because the mood 
structure consists of Finite and then followed by Subject. The word 
‘won’t’ is an auxiliary verb that can include as Finite. Then, there is a 
pronoun in the word ‘you’ that can be identified as Subject. Meanwhile, 
based on the ‘question form’, it can be identified as a proposition. It 
means that the function of the utterance that said by Poppy is 
demanding information why Branch didn’t like to sing. 
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c. Imperative 
The mood structure of imperative mood does not always consist of 
Subject and Finite. They may consist of Subject only, Finite only, or no 
mood elements. Meanwhile, the imperative is the type of mood which 
typically use to give a command or to make a request to the listener to 
do something that the needed by speaker where the answer commonly 
yes/no. In the utterances between Poppy and Branch, the researcher 
finds 4 types of interrogative. Poppy makes 0 interrogative and Branch 
makes 4 interrogatives. The followings are the examples of the use of 
imperative mood in the utterances of Branch. 
Datum 33: 
D.33/ IM/ Imp. 
Branch: Wait, wait, wait! 
 
Datum 33 shows that the mood type which is said by Branch is 
imperative. It is because there is no mood elements. There is only 
Predicator. Then, there is no Subject or Finite. Meanwhile, it can be 
identified as a proposal because Branch is demanding something to 
Poppy. He demands Poppy to wait for him. In this case, the speaker will 
give a command to the others to do something that needed by the 
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speaker. Then, the answer commonly yes or no. Besides, imperative 
types also can be known through his bodily gesture when he demanding 
Poppy to wait for him, he holds Poppy’s hand. 
Datum 77:  
D.77/ IM/ Imp. 
Branch: Get back here! 
 
Table 5.17. Imperative mood in datum 77 
Get back here! 
P Adjunct 
Residue 
 
Datum 77 shows that the utterance which is said by Branch is 
imperative. It can be identified as imperative because there is no mood 
elements. There are only Predicator in the word ‘get back’ and Adjunct 
in the word ‘here’. Meanwhile, it can be described as proposal because 
the speaker (Branch) is demanding services to Poppy. He commands 
Poppy to get back. 
Datum 96: 
D.96/ IM/ Imp. 
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Branch: Now, leave me alone. 
 
Table 5.18. Imperative mood in datum 96 
Now, leave me Alone 
Adjunct P C Adjunct 
Residue 
 
 Datum 96 shows that the mood type of Branch utterances is 
imperative. It can be identified as imperative because there is no mood 
elements. There is only Predicator in the word ‘leave’. Then, there is no 
Subject. Meanwhile, it can be identified as a proposal because there is 
the exchange of goods & services. Besides, his expression after he tells 
the truth shows that he wants to be alone because of he sad and blame 
himself when he thinks her grandmother. The utterance means that 
Branch demands Poppy to leave him alone.  
Datum 100: 
D.100/ IM/ Imp. 
Branch: Poppy, help her! 
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Table 5.19. Imperative mood in datum 100 
Poppy, help her 
Vocative P C 
Residue 
 
Datum 100 shows that the mood type which is said by Branch is 
imperative mood. It can be identified as an imperative because there is 
no Subject and there are only Predicator in the word ‘help’ and 
Complement in the word ‘her’. Meanwhile, it can be identified as a 
proposal because the speaker demanding good & services. The 
utterances describe that Branch invites Poppy to help Bridget find the 
real meaning of happiness. It also can be known through his eyes that 
tell Poppy what to do. 
 
2. The analysis of how the Mood Type used by Poppy and Branch 
describe their characters 
After analyzing the mood types in the utterances between Poppy 
and Branch in Trolls movie, the researcher found that the mood types 
include interpersonal meanings where it is used to express our attitude. 
By looking at the mood structure, clause by clause, people can see the 
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way the dialogue proceeds as a series of exchange (Halliday, 2004:162). 
A character may refer to the description of attitudes, interests, desires, 
emotions and moral principles of the individuals (Stanton, 1965:17). It 
means the characteristics of Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie can be 
described through many elements, especially through their conversation 
with another and how the character puts forward an opinion by 
analyzing the mood types and the other elements. 
Based on the analysis done, the researcher found that there are 
two types of mood which are used by Poppy namely declarative (i.e., 
represented by statement) and interrogative (i.e., represented by a 
question and offer). Based on the total of every mood types in the 
utterances that said by Poppy, the most dominant of speech function is a 
statement, the second position is question, the third position is offer, 
and the least is command. In the other side, there are three types of 
mood that used by Branch namely declarative, interrogative and 
imperative. Based on the total of every mood types in the utterances 
that said by Branch, the most dominant of speech function is a 
statement, the second position is question, the third position is 
command, and the least is offer.  
First, from the data found, it can describe that Poppy is a 
friendly person who keeps tries to build a relationship with Branch. It 
can be known while she produced more questions than Branch. For 
women, asking a question is a way of establishing connections and 
negotiating relationships (Ahmad and Rethinam in Yasmin (2016:4)). 
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From the statement above, it clearly shown that Poppy is not only ask a 
question as request for information, but it was one of her way to get 
closer to Branch. She wanted to build a good conversation with Branch 
through asking questions. It is in line with the theory of Subon (2013: 
8-9) that female asked more questions than men and men asked 
minimal questions. 
Secondly, statement is mostly used by Poppy. Female tends to 
discuss, share, and seek reassurance (Subon, 2003:3). It clearly signifies 
when Poppy is often giving statement or declare her idea which focus 
on family, home, and affiliations with others than demanding. 
Meanwhile, she also produced offerings more than Branch. However, 
she not produced commanding more than Branch where it can shows 
that Poppy is more polite than Branch. 
Based on the story, Poppy is also described as an optimist 
person because she always tries to see only the positive out of 
everything (e.g., when Branch always rejected every invitations’ Poppy, 
Poppy invited Branch once again on the day of the 20 Year Celebration. 
It shows that she still hasn’t given up on him). She is a cheerful person 
who gives happiness to herself and others (e.g., she loves to be happy, 
hug, sing and dance. She thinks that a problem can be solved with it). In 
addition, the theory of color also can strengthen the characteristics of 
each characters. Poppy’s light pink skin can show that she is signifying 
romance, love, and friendship (Cerrato, 2012:5). Through her main 
outfit which is a blue dress held together by a white stitch on the 
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shoulder, with a light blue wavy spade design can shows that she is a 
loyal and confident person. The combination of blue and white 
symbolizes trust, loyalty, wisdom, confidence, intelligence, faith, truth, 
and heaven (Cerrato, 2012:11). 
Branch is described as a cold person and a negative thinker. It 
can be known through his color. He has negative characteristics because 
his background where he ever loses his grandmother when he was sing. 
It is showed when he said that he didn’t want to sing because singing 
killed his grandma. Then, it also views that he is being difficult to 
believe the other people. When his colors turned grey after he lost his 
grandmother years ago when he was singing, it signifying neutrality, 
indifference, and reserve (Cerrato, 2012:19). However, when all the 
Trolls lost their hope and turned grey, Branch regained his original 
colors by singing their hopes up, including his own too. Based on the 
theory of color, his original colors shows that he was a happy Troll who 
lived with his grandmother in the Troll tree. However, he got trauma 
when his grandmother eaten by Bergens and it makes Branch blamed 
himself. It can be described through his long straight dark royal blue 
hair that shows he is a seriousness person. Dark blue represents 
knowledge, power, integrity, and seriousness (Cerrato, 2012:12). 
The happy life that Poppy got, it made she is easy to build good 
socialization to the others. It can be known where Poppy often giving 
something to the others than demanding. Her dominant color skin is 
bright color also shows that she is a person who thinks everything in the 
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positive side. However, Branch is Poppy’s polar opposite. While Poppy 
loves to be happy and hug, Branch stays underground in his bunker, 
unhappy. He got the sad life where his grandmother died because he 
was singing. That situation made Branch became frustrated and blame 
himself. It is which make him became a cold person that showed when 
he is often demanding to someone through gives a command than 
giving or help the others through offering something. His dominant 
color skin is dark color also shows that he has negative characteristics. 
He always thinks everything in the negative side. 
Based on the explanation above when Poppy is more active in 
giving and offering statements. On the other side, Branch is more active 
in demanding statements. It means Poppy and Branch have the 
similarities characteristics with gender issue (e.g., female is more active 
in giving questions and male is more active in demanding statements). 
It signifies that the movie still influenced by gender issue. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. CONCLUSION 
The researcher found some mood types in utterances between 
Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie. The data are classified into three types 
according to Halliday’s theory. They are declarative, interrogative and 
imperative mood. The whole data found in the utterances between Poppy 
and Branch in Trolls movie are 114 clauses. It can be classified into 107 
major clauses and 7 minor clauses. 
In major clauses, it divided into declarative mood are 81, 
imperative mood are 4, and interrogative mood are 22 clauses. Based on 
the analysis of the utterances between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie, 
the most dominant of mood types which is used by Poppy is declarative 
(42 clauses), while the second place is interrogative (12 clauses), and the 
least is imperative (0 clauses). Besides, in Branch’s utterances, the most 
dominant of mood types is declarative that appear 39 times, while the 
second position is interrogative mood that appear 10 times and the least is 
imperative mood which is founded 4 times. 
Based on the interpersonal meanings, characteristics can be 
identified through mood types and the others elements (i.e., color and 
background). Through the mood types, it can be identified that the 
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characteristics of Poppy are a friendly person, an optimist, cheerful, loyal, 
confident person, and a positive thinker. Her characteristics can be 
identified where she is more giving something to others that expressed by 
statement or offer than demanding that expressed by question or 
command. Besides, her background and her color also influence her 
characteristics. Her color which dominantly with bright color and her 
happy life is strengthened why she has positive characteristics. 
Based on the mood types that produced by Branch, his 
characteristics can be described as a cold person, negative thinker, difficult 
to believe people, indifference, reserve, neutrality, and seriousness person. 
His characteristics can be known when he is more active in demanding 
something (i.e., command or question) than giving (i.e., offer or 
statement). Besides, his color which dominantly with a dark color and his 
bad life when his grandmother died also to strengthened why he has 
negative characteristics. 
 
B. SUGGESTION 
Based on the conclusions of the analysis of mood system on 
systemic functional grammar in utterances between Poppy and Branch in 
Trolls movie, the suggestions can be drawn as follows. 
1. The next researcher 
The result of the research can be used as a reference in studying 
linguistics, especially about interpersonal meanings in systemic 
functional grammar. The next researcher can still use a movie as the 
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research instrument, but it had better if the next researcher also takes a 
discussion in other media such as in songs. If the next researcher is 
analyzed songs with understanding the songs by heart so that they will 
know the relationship between the lyric of the songs and the 
background of the singer or the script song. 
2. The Reader 
The result of this research can help the reader to know that 
meanings of language can also be learned by media like movies. The 
Mood system that it is included in interpersonal meaning itself not only 
can be found orally from the daily conversation but also it can be found 
in the movie. By reading this research, the researcher hopes that the 
readers can develop their knowledge and give them the new perspective 
that functional grammar does not only talk about structure. However, it 
can talk about the relationship between one people to the others and 
how language actually so interesting. 
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Cover of The Trolls Movie 
 
 
Branch (Left) , Poppy (Center) and Guy Diamond 
(Right) 
 
 
 
From left to right: (Fuzzbert, Smidge, Biggie, Poppy, 
Satin, Guy Diamond, Chenille, Cooper, and DJ Suki) 
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The Conversation Between Poppy and Branch in Trolls movie 
 
[knocking on Branch’s front door which is a rock] 
Poppy : Branch! Branch! Branch, are you in there!  
[suddenly she hears a slide being open on the ground] 
[we see Branch’s eyes through the slit in the ground] 
Branch: I’m not going to your party. 
Poppy : The party’s over. We just got attacked by a Bergen! 
Branch: I knew it! 
Poppy : Branch, I have to tell you something.  
[Branch opens the slit wide open, grabs Poppy into his house, he start locking up 
his door] 
Branch: What could be so important that it’s worth leading the Bergen right to 
us? 
Poppy : The Bergen’s gone! 
Branch: You don’t know that. It could still be out there. 
Poppy : No, it left! It took Cooper, and Smidge, and Fuzzbert, and Satin, and 
Chenille, and Biggie, and Guy Diamond, and Creek! 
Poppy : Which is why I have to ask you, will you go to Bergen Town with me 
and save everyone? 
Poppy : Branch, you can’t say no, they’re you’re friends. 
Branch: Uh-uh, they’re your friends. I’m staying right here in my bunker where 
it’s safe. 
Poppy : That’s great. You’re the one guy who knows more about Bergens than 
anyone, but when we finally need you, you just want to hide here forever? 
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[he takes her down underground] 
Branch: Yeah, I really only have supplies to last me ten years, eleven, if I’m 
willing to store and drink my own sweat. You all said I was crazy. Huh, 
well who’s crazy now? 
Branch: Why don’t you try scrapbooking them to freedom? 
Poppy : Solid burn, Branch. Well, thanks anyway. 
Branch: Hey, anytime, Poppy.  
Branch: Wait, wait, wait. What’s your plan? 
Poppy : I just told you. 
Branch: Okay, that’s not a plan, that’s a wish list. 
Poppy : Oh, I suppose you have a plan. 
[clears his throat] 
Branch: First, we get to the edge of Bergen Town without being spotted. Then, 
we get inside by sneaking through the old escape tunnels.  
Poppy : Uh-huh, yeah. 
[she finishes making a popup scrapbook that says “We Did It!” and splatters 
glitter all over Branch’s face] 
Branch: There will be no more scrapbooking. 
Branch: Do you have to sing? 
Poppy : I always sing when I’m in a good mood. 
Branch: Do you have to be in a good mood? 
Poppy : Why wouldn’t I be? By this time tomorrow I’ll be with all my friends. 
Oh, I wonder what they’re doing right now. 
Branch: Probably being digested. 
Poppy : They’re alive, Branch. I know it. 
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Branch: You don’t know anything, Poppy, and I can’t wait to see the look on 
your face when you realize the world isn’t all cupcakes and rainbows, 
because it isn’t. Bad things happen, and there’s nothing you can do about 
it. 
Poppy: Hey, I know it’s not all cupcakes and rainbows. You don’t sing, you don’t 
dance, it’s so grey all the time! What happened to you? 
[Branch places his finger over her mouth to shush her] 
[Branch starts to walk ahead, Poppy looks around her for a moment] 
Poppy : There’s no Bergen, is there? You just said that so I’d stop talking! 
Poppy : [singing] Stars shining bright above you. 
Poppy : Singing helps me relax. Maybe you ought to try it. 
Branch: I don’t sing, and I don’t relax. This is the way I am, and I like it. I also 
like a little silence. 
[referring to Cloud Guy] 
Poppy : Branch, he’s trying to help us. 
Branch: I don’t like the looks of him. I mean, who wears socks with no shoes? 
Branch: Which way do we go? 
Branch: Get back here! 
Poppy : Branch! He can help us! 
Branch: How do you always look on the bright side? There is no bright side here. 
Poppy : There’s always a bright side. 
Poppy : Branch, what are you doing? You have to sing! 
Branch: I told you, I don’t sing. 
Poppy : Well, you have to! 
Branch: I’m sorry, I can’t. 
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Poppy : No, you can. You just won’t. 
Branch: I just won’t. 
Poppy : You have to! 
Poppy : Why not? Why won’t you sing? 
Branch: Because singing killed my grandma, okay? Now, leave me alone. 
Poppy : How did singing kill your grandma? What song was she singing? 
Branch: I was the one singing. 
Poppy : I knew he was alive! 
Poppy : Don’t you know anything about romance? 
Branch: I’m passionate about it. 
Branch: Don’t you know anything about sarcasm? 
Poppy : Thank you!  
Branch: No, thank you. 
Poppy : For what? 
Branch: For showing me how to be happy. 
Poppy : Really? You’re finally happy? Now? 
Branch: I think so. Happiness is inside of all of us, right? Sometimes, you just 
need someone to help you find it. 
Poppy : Happiness isn’t something you put inside. Sometimes you just need 
someone to help you find it. 
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The Data Findings 
 
D.01/ IM/ - 
Poppy: Branch! Branch! (Minor clause) 
D.02/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: Branch, are you in there? 
Branch, are you in there? 
Vocative F S Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.03/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I’m not going to your party. 
I am not going to your party 
S F P Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.04/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: The party’s over. 
The party is over 
S F Adjunct 
Mood  Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.05/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: We just got attacked by a Bergen! 
We just got attacked by a Bergen 
S Adjunct F/P Adjunct 
Mo- Re- -od -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.06/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I knew it! 
I knew it! 
S F / P C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.07/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Branch, I have to tell you something. 
Branch, I have to tell you something 
Vocative S F P C Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.08/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: What could be so important that it’s worth leading the Bergen right to us? 
What could  be  so important that it’s worth leading the 
Bergen right to us? 
Wh F P Adjunct conj Adjunct 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.09/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: The Bergen’s gone! 
The Bergen is gone! 
S F P 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.10/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: You don’t know that.  
You don’t know that 
S F P Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.11/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: It could still be out there. 
It could still be out there 
S F P Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.12/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: No, it left! 
No, it left 
Adjunct S F/P 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.13/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: It took Cooper, and Smidge, and Fuzzbert, and Satin, and Chenille, and 
Biggie, and Guy Diamond, and Creek! 
It took Cooper, and Smidge, and Fuzzbert, and Satin, and Chenille, 
and Biggie, and Guy Diamond, and Creek! 
S F/P C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.14/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Which is why I have to ask you 
Which is why I have to ask you 
Adjunct S F P C 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.15/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: will you go to Bergen Town with me and save everyone? 
will you go to Bergen Town with me  and save everyone? 
F S P Adjunct Adjunct Conj P C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, giving good & services (proposal) 
 
D.16/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Branch, you can’t say no, 
Branch, you can’t say no 
Vocative S F P C 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.17/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: They’re your friends. 
They are your friends. 
S F C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.18/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Uh-uh, they’re your friends.  
they are your friends. 
S F C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.19/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I’m staying right here in my bunker where it’s safe. 
I am staying right here in my bunker where it’s safe. 
S F P Adjunct Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.20/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: That’s great. 
That is great 
S F Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.21/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: You’re the one guy who knows more about Bergens than anyone,  
You ’re the one guy who knows more about Bergens than anyone 
S F C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.22/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: but when we finally need you, 
but when we finally need you 
conj Adjunct S Adjunct P C 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.23/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: you just want to hide here forever? 
you just want to hide here forever? 
S Adjunct P Adjunct Adjunct 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.24/ IM/ - 
Branch: Pfft. No. (Minor) 
D.25/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Yeah, I really only have supplies to last me ten years, eleven, 
I really only have supplies to last me ten years, eleven 
S Adjunct F C Adjunct 
Mo- Re- -od -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.26/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: if I’m willing to store and drink my own sweat. 
if I ’m willing to store and drink  my own sweat 
conj S F P C 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.27/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: You all said I was crazy.  
You all said I was crazy 
S F/P C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.28/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: Well, who’s crazy now? 
Well, who is crazy now? 
conj Wh F C Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue  
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.29/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: Why don’t you try scrapbooking them to freedom? 
Why don’t you try scrapbooking them to freedom? 
Wh F S P C Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.30/ IM/ - 
Poppy: Solid burn, Branch. (Minor) 
D.31/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Well, thanks anyway. 
Well thanks anyway 
Adjunct F/P Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.32/ IM/- 
Branch: Hey, anytime, Poppy. (Minor) 
D.33/ IM/ Imp. 
Branch: Wait, wait, wait! (Imperative, demanding good & services: proposal) 
D.34/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: What’s your plan? 
What is your plan? 
Wh F C 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.35/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: I just told you.  
I just told you 
S Adjunct F/P C 
Mo- Re- -od -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.36/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Okay, that’s not a plan, 
Okay that is not a plan 
Adjunct S F C 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.37/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: that’s a wish list. 
that is a wish list 
S F C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.38/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Oh, I suppose you have a plan. 
I suppose you have a plan 
S F/P C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.39/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: First, we get to the edge of Bergen Town without being spotted. 
First we get to the edge of Bergen Town without being 
spotted 
Conj S P Adjunct Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.40/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Then, we get inside by sneaking through the old escape tunnels. 
Then we get inside by sneaking through the old escape 
tunnels 
Conj S F/P Adjunct Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.41/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Uh-huh, yeah. (Minor) 
D.42/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: There will be no more scrapbooking.  
There  will  be no more scrapbooking 
Adjunct F P Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.43/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: Do you have to sing? 
Do  you  have  to sing? 
F S F P 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.44a/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: I always sing 
I always sing 
S Adjunct P 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.44b/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: when I’m in a good mood. 
when I am in a good mood 
Conj S F Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.45/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: Do you have to be in a good mood? 
Do you have to be  in a good mood? 
F S F P Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.46/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: Why wouldn’t I be? 
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Why wouldn’t I be? 
Wh F S P 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.47/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: By this time tomorrow I’ll be with all my friends. 
By this time 
tomorrow 
I will be with all my 
friends 
Adjunct S F P Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue  
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.48/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Oh, I wonder what they’re doing right now. 
I wonder what they’re doing right now 
S P C 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.49/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Probably being digested. 
Probably being digested 
Adjunct F P 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.50/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: They’re alive, Branch. 
They are alive Branch 
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S F Adjunct Vocative 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.51/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: I know it. 
I know it 
S P C 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.52/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: You don’t know anything, Poppy, 
You don’t know anything, Poppy 
S F P C Vocative 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.53/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: and I can’t wait to see the look on your face 
and I can’t wait to see the look on your face 
conj S F P Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.54/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: when you realize the world isn’t all cupcakes and rainbows 
when you realize the world isn’t all cupcakes and rainbows 
conj S P C 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
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Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.55/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: because it isn’t. 
because it isn’t 
conj S F 
Residue Mood 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.56/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Bad things happen 
Bad things happen 
S P 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.57/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: and there’s nothing you can do about it. 
and there is nothing you can do about it 
conj Adjunct F Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.58/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Hey, I know it’s not all cupcakes and rainbows 
Hey, I know it’s not all cupcakes and rainbows 
Vocative S P Adj 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.59/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: You don’t sing 
You don’t sing 
S F P 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.60/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: you don’t dance 
You don’t dance 
S F P 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.61/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: it’s so grey all the time! 
it is so grey all the time 
S F Adjunct Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.62/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: What happened to you? 
What happened to you? 
Wh F/P Adj 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.63/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: There’s no Bergen, is there? 
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There is no Bergen, is there? 
Adjunct F C F S 
Re- Mo- Residue Mood Tag 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.64/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: You just said that 
You just said that 
S Adjunct F/P C 
Mo- Re- -od -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.65/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: so I’d stop talking! 
so I ‘d stop talking 
conj S F P 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.66/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Stars shining bright above you. 
Stars shining bright  above you 
S F/P Adjunct Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.67/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Yes, singing helps me relax. 
Yes, singing helps me relax 
Adjunct S F/P C Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
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Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.68/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Maybe you ought to try it. 
Maybe you ought to try it 
Adjunct S F P C 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.69/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I don’t sing, 
I don’t sing 
S F P 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.70/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: and I don’t relax.  
and I don’t relax 
conj S F Adj 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D. 71a/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: This is the way I am  
This is the way I am 
S F C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D. 71b/ IM/ Dec.  
Branch: and I like it. 
and I like it 
conj S P C 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.72/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I also like a little silence. 
I also like a little silence 
S Adjunct P C 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.73/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Branch, he’s trying to help us. 
Branch, he ’s trying to help us. 
Vocative S F P C 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
 
D.74/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I don’t like the looks of him. 
I don’t like the looks of him 
S F P C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.75/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: I mean, who wears socks with no shoes? 
I  mean, who wears socks with no 
shoes? 
S P Wh F/P C Adjunct 
Mo- Re- -od -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.76/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: Which way do we go? 
Which way do we go? 
Adjunct F S P 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.77/ IM/ Imp. 
Branch: Get back here! 
Get back here 
P Adunct 
Residue 
Imperative, demanding services (proposal) 
 
D.78/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Branch! He can help us! 
He can help us 
S F P C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.79/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: How do you always look on the bright side? 
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How do you always look on the bright side? 
Wh F S Adjunct P Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.80/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: There is no bright side here. 
There is no bright side here 
Adjunct F C  Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.81/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: There’s always a bright side. 
There ‘s always a bright side. 
Adjunct F Adjunct C 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.82/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: Branch, what are you doing?  
Branch, what are you doing? 
Vocative Wh F S P 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.83/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: You have to sing! 
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You have to sing 
S F P 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.84/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I told you, 
I told you 
S F/P C 
Mood  Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.85/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I don’t sing. 
I don’t sing. 
S F P 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.86/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Well, you have to! 
Well, you have to! 
Conj S F 
Residue Mood 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.87/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I’m sorry. 
I am sorry 
S F Adjunct 
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Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.88/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I can’t. 
I can’t 
S F 
Mood 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.89/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: No, you can.  
No you can 
Adjunct S F 
Residue Mood 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.90/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: You just won’t. 
You just won’t 
S Adjunct F 
Mo- Residue -od 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.91/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I just won’t. 
I just won’t 
S Adjunct F 
Mood 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
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D.92/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: You have to! 
You have to 
S F 
Mood 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.93/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: Why not? (Indicative, interrogative, proposition, demanding) 
 
D.94/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: Why won’t you sing? 
Why won’t you sing? 
Wh F S P 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.95/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Because singing killed my grandma, okay? 
Because singing killed my grandma, okay? 
Conj S F/P C Adjunct 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
D.96/ IM/ Imp. 
Branch: Now, leave me alone. 
Now, leave me alone 
Adjunct P C Adjunct 
Residue 
Imperative, demanding good&services (proposal) 
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D.97/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: How did singing kill your grandma?  
How did singing kill your grandma? 
Wh F S P C 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.98/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: What song was she singing? 
What song was she singing? 
Wh C F  S P 
Re- Mood -sidue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.99/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I was the one singing. 
I was the one singing 
S F C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.100/ IM/ Imp. 
Branch: Poppy, help her! 
Poppy, help her 
Vocative P C 
Residue 
Imperative, demanding good&services (proposal) 
 
D.101/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: I knew he was alive! 
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I knew he was alive 
S F/P C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.102/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: Don’t you know anything about romance? 
Don’t 
 
you know anything about 
romance? 
F S P C Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.103/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I’m passionate about it. 
I ‘m passionate about it 
S F Adjunct Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.104/ IM/ Int. 
Branch: Don’t you know anything about sarcasm? 
Don’t you know anything about 
sarcasm? 
F S P C Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, interrogative, demanding information (proposition) 
 
D.105/ IM/- 
Poppy: Thank you! (Minor) 
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D.106/ IM/- 
Branch: No, thank you. (Minor) 
D.107/ IM/ Int. 
Poppy: For what? (Indicative, Wh interrogative, proposition, demanding) 
D.108/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: For showing me how to be happy. 
For showing me to be happy 
Adjunct S P Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.109/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: You’re finally happy? 
You are finally happy? 
S F Adjunct C 
Mood Residue  
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.110/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: I think so.  
I think so 
S P Adj 
Mo- Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.111/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Happiness is inside of all of us, right? 
Happiness is inside of all of us, right? 
S F Adjunct Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
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Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.112/ IM/ Dec. 
Branch: Sometimes, you just need someone to help you find it. 
Sometimes you just need someone to help you find 
it 
Adjunct S Adjunct P C Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.113/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Happiness isn’t something you put inside. 
Happiness isn’t something you put inside 
S F C 
Mood Residue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
D.114/ IM/ Dec. 
Poppy: Sometimes you just need someone to help you find it. 
Sometimes you just need someone to help you find 
it 
Adjunct S Adjunct P C Adjunct 
Re- Mo- -sidue 
Indicative, declarative, giving information (proposition) 
 
 
